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CASE STUDY

“WE LOVE THE DLIVE DIRECTOR APPLICATION, IT’S LIKE HAVING A SECOND SURFACE”

KEN BROWN– TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
MOUNT HEBRON  MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH



The Requirement

Mount Hebron Missionary Baptist Church is a 2000 seat auditorium based in Garland, 

TX.

After trying several mixing systems and facing disappointment with all of them, Mount 

Hebron Church was looking for the ultimate system that would fulfil the church’s simple 

but crucial requirements. First, it needed to be a volunteer-friendly console but one that  

has all the tools of a professional level desk. Secondly, the mixing system needed to 

provide the ability to mix a broadcast feed using the same FOH system; and finally, the 

church was in need of a system that could be easily installed.

SEFI Consulting, Inc., who had commissioned the church’s previous installation, was 

brought back on board to design and integrate the newly purchased Allen & Heath dLive

S Class system. 
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The Solution

A dLive system was the arsenal of choice installed in the main auditorium, comprising a 

S5000 Surface and DM48 MixRack with DX32 Expander, along with a Dante module 

Card installed in the surface. The system manages the FOH mix, while a technician 

mixes the live broadcast feed through a stereo auxiliary out with the Director control 

software loaded on a Mac computer.

After the installation, the change was undeniably different. The engineers that mix on 

dLive claim it “brought the PA system back to life”. The new V1.4 firmware update, 

provided even more FX,  and DCA spills, which bring all the assigned channels to a 

DCA master up to the top layer, simplifying the work flow for the volunteers 

tremendously.

Having the Dante card at FOH gives the church the ability to multi-track record or 

virtually sound check right at their finger tips. 
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